You will need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flower and leaf templates (below)
Card in yellow, orange, green, pink and white
(Optional) orange or yellow mini cupcake cases
Tape
Glue stick
Pencil
Ruler
(Optional) stapler
Yellow felt tip pen or colouring pencil

Instructions:
1. To make a daffodil: cut two daffodil shapes out of yellow card using the daffodil template. Glue them
together so you end up with six petals.
2. Glue a mini cupcake case to the centre of your daffodil.
3. If you don’t have cupcake cases, cut a daffodil centre out of orange card using the template. Fold it into
a tube and glue it together using the tab. Fold in the bottom tabs and glue to the centre of the daffodil.
4. To make a big daisy: use the big daisy template to cut a daisy shape out of pink card. Cut a daisy centre
out of yellow card and glue to the middle of your daisy.
5. To make a small daisy: use the small daisy template to cut a small daisy shape out of white card. Use a
yellow felt tip or colouring pencil to draw a yellow centre onto the daisy.
6. To make leaves: use the leaf template to cut out leaf shapes from green card. Use a ruler to make a gentle crease down the middle of each leaf.
7. To make your flower crown: make sure you have lots of each different flower. Cut two long strips from
green card and tape (or ask an adult to help you staple) them together at one end. Wrap this around
your head and measure how long your strip needs to be. Draw a line and cut off the excess, making sure
to leave a little overlap.
8. Lay your green headband flat on a table and arrange your flowers and leaves on top. Have fun with it
until you like how it looks.
9. Start glueing everything onto the headband. Start with the leaves and then glue the flowers on top.
Make sure you leave a little space at each end of the headband.
10. Once it’s dry, carefully tape (or ask an adult to help you staple) the two ends of your crown together.
Then glue your final couple of leaves and flowers over the top of the gap.
11. Wear your flower crown with pride! You could also try using different colours for your flowers, use shiny
or glittery card or come up with your own flower designs. Have fun!

